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Voodoo Heart 2007-05-29 scott snyder s protagonists inhabit a
playfully deranged fictional world in which a wall street trader can
find himself armed with a speargun guarding a dumpster outside a
pawnshop in florida or an employee at niagara falls his job
watching for jumpers will take off in a car after a blimp in which his
girlfriend has escaped but in snyder s wondrous imagination there
s a thin membrane between the whimsical and the disturbing the
unlikely affair between a famous actress in hiding after surgery
and a sporting goods salesman takes an ominous turn just as she
begins to heal an engaged couple s relationship is fractured when
one of them becomes obsessed with an inmate at the women s
prison next door dark funny powerful this debut collection
underscores the remarkable gifts of a fiercely original young writer
The Gh-4 Effect 2009-03 the gh 4 effect by writer scott snyder is
an unforgettable read filled with psychological twists taut
suspense and political intrigue tom greggor a u s intelligence
agent finds himself in the middle of a government plot that walks
the fine line between patriotism and inhumane treatment greggor
learns of a memory altering serum that the government is using
on detainees at guantanamo bay cuba in order to obtain
information developed by two renowned scientists the serum could
be the answer to capturing the youngest brother of america s
worst enemy osama bin laden meanwhile a triple homicide occurs
in new york city and every indication is government agents have
something to do with it all the incidents are linked and the
president of the united states and the secretary of defense are hell
bent on finding out who the bad guys really are and what side they
re on snyder s novel crackles with action and breathless pacing
from the first page from new york los angeles washington d c cuba
and smack in the middle of the hotbed of the middle eastern
terrorist movement the gh 4 effect is suspense at its finest
Clear 2023-11-14 a dazzling visual thrill ride through a hard boiled
dystopia that the a v club descibes as gorgeous sci fi noir from
inimitable comic book storytellers scott snyder batman nocterra
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and francis manapul justice league the flash in the not too distant
future mankind no longer sees the world as it truly is the invention
of neurological filters has made it so one can view reality however
they may choose old hollywood monochrome zombie apocalypse
anime the possibilities are endless neo shamus sam dunes is one
of only a handful who choose to live without a filter when the
death of an old flame reveals foul play dunes is set on a wild and
twisting mystery that will take him from the city s deadly
underworld to the even deadlier heights of wealth and power built
on the impeccable execution of two masters at the top of their
game clear is easy to recommend for anyone who wants
unnervingly relevant genre fiction comicbook com collects clear 1
3 originally published by comixology and published in single issue
format by dark horse
The World of Flashpoint Featuring Superman 2012-03-23
flashpoint has changed the dc universe and nothing is as it was
before now kal el of krypton never became superman he has spent
his entire life locked up by the government as subject 1 but if he s
going to become the hero he was always meant to be first he has
to save the world but kal is not alone in trying to save this flawed
world traci 13 uses her magic to travel the war torn world and
prevent further destruction an unusual hero takes his holy mission
to the amazon army to save his native england and booster gold
the only hero besides the flash to remember the world as is was
will put his life on the line to try to save the world he knew by
battling the creature that once nearly destroyed him page 4 of
cover
Dark Nights: Metal: Dark Knights Rising 2018-06-26 seven
nightmarish versions of batman from seven dying alternate
realities have been recruited by the dark god barbatos to terrorize
the worldÕs greatest heroes in our universe they threaten life
across the multiverse and the justice league may be powerless to
stop them we introduce you to the batman who laughs a lunatic
driven mad by his worldÕs joker the red death a thief who stole his
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realityÕs speed force power the drowned a female amphibious
batman the dawnbreaker a twisted green lantern the murder
machine a deranged deadly cyborg the merciless a warrior who
wears the helmet of ares the devastator a part human part
doomsday monster featuring stories from scott snyder james
tynion iv peter j tomasi grant morrison joshua williamson ethan
van sciver philip tan tyler kirkham francis manapul riley rossmo
tony s daniel howard porter doug mahnke and many more collects
the seven dark nights batman tie in one shots and dark knights
rising the wild hunt 1
New Challengers (New Age of Heroes) 2018-12-24 spinning out of
the best selling dark nights metal epic comes new challengers a
group of fearless explorers who will uncover the worst and
weirdest the dc universe has to offer a new team of misfits are
given a second chance at life by the mysterious figure the
professor but only if they re willing to explore the most unknown
reaches of the universe seeking a set of powerful artifacts the
team must defeat a rival group of explorers to combine them or
the world as we know it could end from legendary artist andy
kubert batman the dark knight master race and writer scott snyder
dark nights metal batman new challengers emerges as one of the
flagship titles of the new age of heroes collects issues 1 6 the dc
universe just got bigger in the new age of heroes dc introduces a
bold new line of comics starring a thrilling array of heroes some
you know some you may have glimpsed in the pages of dark
nights metal they embody a spirit of epic adventurous bravery the
kind you may remember from another era but updated in an
exciting way for today illustrated by dc s master class of artists
including legendary names like jim lee andy kubert john romita jr
ivan reis tony s daniel and others these new series are great entry
points for new readers and a welcome addition for longtime fans of
the dc library
A.D.: After Death 2017-06-28 two of comics most acclaimed
creators scott snyder wytches batman american vampire and jeff
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lemire descender plutona moon knight sweet tooth unite to create
an epic like no other set in a future where a genetic cure for death
has been found years after the discovery one man starts to
question everything leading him on a mind bending journey that
will bring him face to face with his past and his own mortality a
unique combination of comics prose and illustration a d after death
is an oversized hardcover graphic novel written by snyder and fully
painted by lemire
The Wake 2014-11-11 winner of the 2014 eisner award for best
limited series new york times bestselling author scott snyder
american vampire batman swamp thing and artist sean murphy
punk rock jesus joe the barbarian the incredible team behind the
miniseries american vampire survival of the fittest are reuniting for
the powerful miniseries the wake when marine biologist lee archer
is approached by the department of homeland security for help
with a new threat she declines but quickly realizes they won t take
no for an answer soon she is plunging to the depths of the arctic
circle to a secret underwater oilrig filled with roughnecks and
scientists on the brink of an incredible discovery but when things
go horribly wrong this scientific safe haven will turn into a house of
horrors at the bottom of the ocean collects the wake 1 10
American Vampire 2013-09 american vampire flashes back to
two very distinct points in american history the first tale comes
from the early 1800 s with the the beast in the cave featuring art
by the legendary jordi bernet torpedo jonah hex learn about the
original american vampire skinner sweet and his involvement in
the brutal indian wars and an ancient evil hidden in the heart of
the old west plus more about the man skinner used to call his best
friend james book the second tale comes straight from 1950s
america where american vampire is terrorizing the suburbs with
hot rods teenyboppers and fangs writer scott snyder batman
swamp thing and artist rafael albuquerque bring together even
more threads to the complex tapestry that is the world of
american vampire this volume collects issues 19 27 of the
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american vampire series
American Vampire 1976 2021-11-02 a living legend s last ride it
s 1976 and america is doomed trust between the government and
the american public has crumbled paranoia reigns and the devil
himself is about to unleash hell on earth just in time for the nation
s bicentennial american vampire skinner sweet isn t doing so hot
himself a decade after his last heroic efforts robbed him of
immortality he s done fighting and determined to go out with a
bang in fact he s closer than ever to his death wish when his
estranged protégée pearl preston wields a tempting secret to
recruit him for one final mission the weapon they need to retrieve
in order to save the world is also the last hope of restoring skinner
s powers but with catastrophe looming and redemption on the line
skinner pearl and their old teammates will need to put the past
behind them before they can change the course of history creators
scott snyder and rafael albuquerque reunite alongside francesco
francavilla tula lotay and ricardo lÓpez ortiz for american vampire
1976 collecting all 12 issues of the concluding sequel to the eisner
award winning american vampire
Justice League by Scott Snyder Book Two Deluxe Edition
2020-12-01 spinning out of the cataclysmic events of dark nights
metal and justice league no justice scott snyder s justice league
reunites the world s greatest heroes for an epic adventure the
events of the dark nights metal and justice league no justice have
transformed the dc universe in ways both wonderful and terrifying
critically acclaimed author scott snyder continues his epic run with
the world s greatest super heroes martian manhunter john stewart
and hawkgirl avoided drowned earth with a detour to thanagar
prime j onn looks to tap into the ancient martian mental database
green lantern struggles while practicing his new uv powers and
kendra searches for answers about her connection to the totality
this second deluxe hardcover collects justice league 14 28
All-Star Batman by Scott Snyder: The Deluxe Edition
2024-09-10 new york times best selling author scott snyder teams
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with top tier artists to tell a batman story like you ve never seen
before acclaimed writer scott snyder joins forces with legendary
artists including john romita jr and batman the black mirror
collaborator jock to bring fans a batman tale like no other snyder
and team dive into batman s complicated relationships with some
of the greatest villains of popular culture with a modern sensibility
what does a road trip with disgraced district attorney harvey dent
now the villainous two face look like then dive into chilling tales
featuring mr freeze and poison ivy finally the mastermind behind
these villains and there twisted end goal will be revealed
Batman Vol. 8: Superheavy 2016-03-22 the 1 new york times
all star creative team of scott snyder greg capullo and danny miki
introduce an all new dark knight with guest appearances by brian
azzarello wonder woman and jock batman the black mirror
following the disappearance and presumed death of batman
former police commissioner jim gordon has been called to carry on
the dark knightÕs legacy and become his successor but while the
name and what it stands for remain the same this new batman is
far from just a copy of the original patrolling the city in a
gargantuan high tech batsuit gordon is no shadowy vigilante he
has the full cooperation of the gcpd and the mayor plus a
multimillion dollar budget from powers international but will an
expensive suit be enough to stop the mysterious weed like mr
bloom before his deadly plans for the city take root collects
batman 41 45 and dc sneak peek batman 1
We Have Demons 2022-10-18 from comic book superstars scott
snyder and greg capullo batman batman last knight on earth dark
nights metal death metal comes a new blockbuster series of
biblical proportions since the very dawn of man legends have been
told of the conflict between angel and demon kind lam lyle a
woman of science dismissed these stories as just that fiction but
when the loss of a loved one leads to the discovery of a hulking
benevolent demon named gus lam realizes that her life is about to
undergo a dire new direction with a newfound partner and
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awesome powers now at her disposal our hero suddenly finds
herself thrust into a climactic war of good and evil with no less
than the fate of the world hanging in the balance includes sketch
material and original scripts
Justice League by Scott Snyder Deluxe Edition Book Three
2022-02-08 the justice doom war starts here and it may change
the justice league in ways the dc universe will never recover from
the legion of doom s master plan is finally coming to light and they
plan to take the justice league out of their way with the new apex
predator version of lex luthor leading hoards of villains across the
cosmos he s ready to spark a war between the legion of doom and
the justice league that spans space time and the multiverse itself
can the justice league find the totality before the legion of doom
get its villainous hands on the cosmic weapon what will our heroes
find in these other timelines find out this and more in justice
league by scott snyder deluxe edition book three collecting justice
league 26 39
AD After Death 2017-05-09 what if we found a cure for death
two of comics most acclaimed creators scott snyder wytches
batman american vampire and jeff lemire descender plutona moon
knight sweet tooth unite to create an epic like no other set in a
future where a genetic cure for death has been found years after
the discovery one man starts to question everything leading him
on a mind bending journey that will bring him face to face with his
past and his own mortality a unique combination of comics prose
and illustration a d after death is an oversized hardcover graphic
novel written by snyder and fully painted by lemire trim size 8 375
x 10 1875 collects ad after death 1 3
Iron Man Noir 2011-02-16 finally iron man enters the world of
marvel noir with an action packed pulp reimagining like you ve
never seen before in 1938 tony stark is a daring adventurer
traveling the world in search of its mythological treasures and
trying to forget the responsibilities of an iron magnate from the
fountain of youth to the hanging gardens of babylon tony has
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conquered them all but only his closest confidants know it s all one
last ditch effort to cure the disease that is slowly killing him but
someone has been selling out stark industry secrets to count
nefaria and his nazi sympathizers and it s only a matter of time
before they catch up with tony on his latest quest collecting iron
man noir 1 4
Batman Vol. 5: Zero Year - Dark City (The New 52)
2014-10-07 before the batcave and robin the joker and the
batmobile there was zero year the riddler has plunged gotham city
into darkness how will a young dark knight bring his beloved
hometown from the brink of chaos and madness and back into the
light from the critically acclaimed new york times 1 best selling
creative team of scott snyder and greg capullo batman vol 5 zero
year dark city is the concluding volume to batman s origin story as
you ve never seen it before collects batman 25 27 29 33
Active Control of Noise and Vibration 2012-11-02 since the
publication of the first edition considerable progress has been
made in the development and application of active noise control
anc systems particularly in the propeller aircraft and automotive
industries treating the active control of both sound and vibration in
a unified way this second edition of active control of noise and
vibra
Justice League by Scott Snyder Book One Deluxe Edition
2019-12-10 they are the justice league superman batman wonder
woman aquaman the flash cyborg green lantern hawkgirl martian
manhunter nine heroes with powers as different as their
personalities but one thing in common a dedication to defending
the earth and they have never seen anything like this they call it
the totality the concentrated essence of the secret source of all
things when it crash lands in the nevada desert everyone and
everything that comes into contact with it comes out changed and
power like that attracts the power hungry the mad the merciless
the monstrous lex luthor the joker the cheetah black manta gorilla
grodd sinestro they are the legion of doom and unless someone
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stops them they ll seize the totality for themselves and use it to
tear down the world as we know it spinning out of the cataclysmic
events of dark nights metal and justice league no justice scott
snyder s justice league reunites the world s greatest heroes for an
epic adventure together with artists jorge jimenez super sons and
francis manapul the flash visionary writer scott snyder takes the
new league into uncharted territory from the source wall at the
edges of the cosmos to the bottom of the ocean to a miniaturized
adventure inside of superman s body and through it all lex luthor
is quietly building a team of his own the legion of doom from black
manta to sinestro to the joker lex has engineered an alliance
between the justice league s greatest enemies but a new
partnership with the monster known as the batman who laughs
could throw both the league and the legion into untold chaos this
first deluxe hardcover collects justice league 1 13 justice league
aquaman drowned earth 1 and aquaman justice league drowned
earth 1
Superman Unchained: Deluxe Edition 2014-12-16 a
widescreen cutting edge take on the hero who started it all from
the minds of superstar writer scott snyder batman zero year and
legendary artist jim lee justice league from the skies above
metropolis to the four corners of the globe to the star streaked
spaceways beyond one man is synonymous with the word hero
since his arrival marked the dawn of the superhero age superman
has waged a never ending battle for truth and justice no matter
when or where but before the dawn came the darkness when
another with incredible power far more than that of mortal man
fell to the earth one who could spell the end for the man of steel
collects superman unchained 1 9 and material from superman
unchained director s cut 1
All-Star Batman Vol. 3: The First Ally 2018-09-18 new york
times 1 best selling writer scott snyder and artist rafael
albuquerque the eisner award winning creative team of american
vampire reunite for all star batman vol 3 the first ally a pulse
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pounding thriller striking directly at the heart of the bat mythos
now in paperback since he became gotham city s guardian the
batman has faced an army of the deadliest villains the world has
ever known his path has been dangerous his losses incalculable
but with the help of his right hand man alfred pennyworth he s
emerged victorious every time but now the dark knight is facing a
new enemy the masked face of a conspiracy that spans
generations his name is nemesis and both batman and the
mysterious figure called the first ally are on his hit list as old foes
from the penguin to black mask join the fray batman s quest to
uncover the truth will take him from gotham to miami to the u k
and deep into his own past soon batman must face an impossible
choice he must sacrifice either the mantle of the bat or the man he
loves most collects issues 10 14
Batman Vol. 4: Zero Year-Secret City (The New 52) 2014-05-13 in
this first volume of the critically acclaimed zero year storyline the
1 new york times bestselling creative team of scott snyder and
greg capullo present an astonishing new vision of the dark knight s
origin and his first encounters with the riddler the red hood and
others before the era of superheroes began before the batman
spread his wings to protect the innocent and punish evil gotham
city s prodigal son bruce wayne had been missing for years but
this was exactly the cover of darkness bruce needed patrolling
gotham s streets in a series of disguises he began a career as a
faceless vigilante collects batman issues 21 24
DC Comics: Zero Year (The New 52) 2014-11-04 six years ago
the age of super heroes is just beginning the young bruce wayne
has only recently emerged as batman and already he is facing a
full scale disaster a massive storm is heading for gotham city and
the riddler has shut down the city s power luckily batman is not
the only champion out in the storm though they might not all be
heroes yet superman flash green arrow batgirl catwoman green
lantern batwoman batwing nightwing red hood and black canary
are all fighting through the gale to protect gotham but will the
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efforts of these young untested would be heroes be enough to
save the city the new york times best selling batman creative duo
scott snyder and greg capullo lead an all star lineup in telling
untold tales of the world s greatest heroes earliest adventures in
dc comics zero year featuring such talents as jeff lemire francis
manapul greg pak justin gray jimmy palmiotti john layman aaron
kuder trevor mccarthy aaron lopresti jason fabok andrea
sorrentino and many more
American Vampire Vol. 8 2016-02-23 scott snyder and rafael
albuquerque s award winning series continues welcome to the 60s
it s a turbulent time to be an american especially an american
vampire while the rest of the nation uneasily watches the spread
of communism across the world stage the three surviving
abominus americana pearl jones skinner sweet and calvin poole
are fighting a battle much closer to home an evil right underneath
their feet the gray trader the nearest thing to the devil this world
has ever seen is summoning an ancient beast from the depths of
the earth the original and oldest evil this abomination would
devour the world if freed to prevent it the american vampires will
have to fight the gray trader on two fronts with one team targeting
a top secret government stronghold known as area 51 and the
other heading up way up into the final frontier but can such an
ambitious plan succeed when one of their own has already been
compromised by the beast collects american vampire second cycle
6 11
Batman 2013 with gotham city under attack from the court of
owls batman and his allies must work together to stop the
rampant corruption and violence
Swamp Thing By Scott Snyder Deluxe Edition 2015-09-22 the
legendary swamp thing has resurfaced for a new age just as a new
force threatens to rot away all life on earth since the dawn of time
the planet s safety has depended on maintaining a balance of
three great powers the green the force that unites all plant life the
red the force that unites all animal life and the rot the force of
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death each generation the green selects an avatar to serve as its
protector the swamp thing but doctor alec holland the green s
newest champion is no longer interested in the role the rot s own
avatar is growing stronger and servants of decay gain more
territory every day if alec doesn t return to his duties soon there
might not be any green left to protect the superstar team of 1 new
york times best selling writer scott snyder batman american
vampire and artist yanick paquette batman inc reworks one of
comics greatest characters for a new age with support from
wonderful talents jeff lemire marco rudy becky cloonan francesco
francavilla steve pugh and more collects swamp thing 0 18 animal
man 12 17 and swamp thing annual 1 as well as never before seen
sketches and an introduction by swamp thing co creator len wein
American Vampire Vol. 7 2015-01-13 writer scott snyder batman
swamp thing and artist rafael albuquerque bring together even
more threads to the complex tapestry that is the world of
american vampire when we last saw pearl in the 1950s she had
lost her love henry in an attack on the vampire hunting
organization v m s by a coven of hollywood vampires that nearly
wiped the organization off the face of the planet devastated and
alone pearl is determained to leave california and all its painful
memories behind when we meet pearl again it is in 1960s kansas
an era fraught with fear of nuclear war angry demonstrations and
vast social change what has changed in the years since the v m s
attack and where is skinner sweet collects american vampire cycle
two 1 5
Dark Days: The Road to Metal 2019-01-08 here comes the dark
multiverse now in paperback for years batman has been tracking a
mystery he s quietly been pulling a thread conducting research in
secret laboratories across the globe and stowing evidence deep in
the batcave hidden even from his closest allies now in an epic
story spanning generations the heroes and villains of the dc
universe including green lantern the joker wonder woman and
more will all find out what secrets he s discovered secrets that
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could threaten the very existence of the multiverse the
unforgettable team of scott snyder james tynion iv jim lee john
romita jr and andy kubert combine forces to set the stage for the
epic dark nights metal leading directly into this blockbuster event
dark days the road to metal collects dark days the forge 1 and
dark days the casting 1 as well as classic dc stories that built the
foundations of metal including final crisis 6 7 batman the return of
bruce wayne 1 batman 38 39 nightwing 17 and more
Batman Vol. 3: Death of the Family 2013-11-05 after having
his face sliced off one year ago the joker makes his horrifying
return to gotham city but even for man who s committed a lifetime
of murder he s more dangerous than ever before how can batman
protect his city and those he s closest to it all leads back to
arkham asylum collects the the critically acclaimed tale death of
the family from the superstar 1 new york times best selling team
of writer scott snyder and artist greg capullo batman volume 3 will
have reprecussions that will affect the batman universe for years
to come collects batman 13 17
Batman: Last Knight on Earth 2020-04-07 powerhouse creative
team scott snyder and greg capullo batman the court of owls dark
nights metal conclude a decade long partnership with the caped
crusader in batman last knight on earth twenty years in the future
bruce wayne wakes up in arkham asylum young sane and he s
never been batman to piece together the mystery of his past the
dark knight embarks on a sprawling quest through this unknown
world meeting futuristic versions of former friends and enemies
including a grisly traveling companion the joker s head somehow
still alive joker s decapitated head becomes batman s ghoulish
guide through the landscape of the devastated dc universe but to
unravel the cause of this terrible future he ll need to track down
the unspeakable force that destroyed the world he once knew this
could be the last batman story ever told collects batman last
knight on earth 1 3
The Joker: Death of the Family 2013-10-22 after having his face
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sliced off one year ago the joker makes his horrifying return in this
new epic that features batman s entire network of partners in
crimefighting including batgirl catwoman nightwing robin the teen
titans and more while the joker threatens the very existence of
gotham city these heroes and villains must find a way to survive
collects detective comics 16 17 catwoman 13 14 batgirl 14 16 red
hood and the outlaws 15 16 teen titans 15 nightwing 15 16
batman and robin 15 17 batman 17 also collects the portions of
the following issues suicide squad 14 15 batgirl 13 red hood and
the outlaws 13 14 teen titans 14 16 nightwing 14 and batman 13
Batman by Scott Snyder & Greg Capullo Omnibus Vol. 2
2021-11-23 continuing scott snyder and greg capullo s prolific
batman saga batman by scott snyder and greg capullo omnibus
vol 2 encompasses their run on the new 52 and more the best
selling batman epic from the team that brought you dark nights
metal starts here in this first of two omnibus collections acclaimed
storytellers scott snyder and greg capullo introduce the caped
crusader to the court of owls terrorize the whole bat family with
the joker s faceless return in death of the family and retell batman
s origin for a new generation during the pivotal zero year this
second volume collects batman 34 52 detective comics 27 batman
annual 3 4 batman futures end 1 dc sneak peek batman 1
detective comics 1000 and batman last knight on earth 1 3
Superman Unchained 2014-09-02 comics biggest writer comics
biggest artist comics greatest hero unchained at last from the
skies above metropolis to the four corners of the globe to the star
streaked spaceways beyond one man is synonymous with the
word hero since his arrival marked the dawn of the superhero age
superman has waged a never ending battle for truth and justice no
matter when or where but before the dawn came the darkness
when another with incredible power far more than that of mortal
man fell to the earth one who could spell the end for the man of
steel from the mind of superstar writer scott snyder batman zero
year and legendary artist jim lee justice league comes superman
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unchained a widescreen cutting edge take on the hero who started
it all collects superman unchained 1 9 and material from superman
unchained directors cut 1
All-Star Batman 2017 batman finds himself trying to help old friend
harvey dent now known as the villainous two face the dark knight
accompanies his foe on a cross country trip to fix his scarred face
and hopefully end the two face identity forever but when the
former gotham city d a sets a plan into motion to free himself the
road gets bumpy and every assassin bounty hunter and ordinary
citizen with something to hide comes out in force with one goal kill
batman handcuffed together on the road to bat hell this is batman
and two face as you ve never seen them before
Batman Noir: The Black Mirror 2016-02-23 a brand new
perspective on scott snyder batman jock the losers and francesco
francavillaÕs swamp thing epic crime sagaÑpresented here in
gritty black and white for years batman and commissioner gordon
have stared into the unyielding black abyss that is gotham city
time after time theyÕve saved their beloved city from itself not
allowing it to be swallowed by a pit of violence and corruption but
even after a crime fighting lifetime of confronting what they
thought was the worst humanity had to offer an even darker and
more dangerous evil pushes batman and gordon to their limits as
the conflict comes closer to its resolution they find that the truth
behind this murderous crime spree isnÕt just careening toward
their doorstepÑit has in fact emerged from it can two of gothamÕs
proudest protectors bring justice to this malevolent threat in
commissioner gordonÕs most personal battle to date batman noir
the black mirror collects detective comics 871 881 and shows a
new perspective on scott snyder batman jock the losers and
francesco francavillaÕs swamp thing epic crime saga
All Star Batman Vol. 1: My Own Worst Enemy 2017-04-25 a
part of dc universe rebirth the 1 new york times best selling author
of batman returns to the dark knight in all star batman vol 1 but
he s not alone critically acclaimed legendary illustrator john romita
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jr joins him on this epic new series in this new graphic novel
batman finds himself trying to help old friend harvey dent now
known as the villainous two face the dark knight accompanies his
foe on a cross country trip to fix his scarred face and hopefully end
the two face identity forever but when the former gotham city d a
sets his plan into motion to free himself what deadly secrets from
the past will bubble to the surface one of the biggest creative
pairings in dc comics history share their take on one of the
greatest heroes ever in all star batman vol 1 collects issues 1 5
rebirth honors the richest history in comics while continuing to
look towards the future these are the most innovative and modern
stories featuring the world s greatest superheroes told by some of
the finest storytellers in the business honoring the past protecting
our present and looking towards the future this is the next chapter
in the ongoing saga of the dc universe the legacy continues
Batman Vol. 7: Endgame 2015-09-22 batman s greatest foe has
returned for one last gag but this time not even the joker is
laughing in their last encounter the dark knight failed to live up to
the joker s grand plans so now the joker is deadly serious the
games are over and for their final showdown the clown prince of
crime won t be staging a comedy no more macabre mind games
no more perverse pranks the crazed killer who has elevated evil to
an art is about to paint his masterpiece the utter destruction of
batman and everything he holds dear he ll turn the justice league
against batman he ll turn the people of gotham into giggling
psychopaths but that s just the setup the punchline is even more
terrifying the 1 new york times best selling team of scott snyder
and greg capullo create the ultimate face off between the greatest
hero and villain in all of comics in batman volume 7 endgame and
it s no laughing matter collects stories from batman 35 40
Justice League Vol. 4: The Sixth Dimension 2019-11-19 the
justice league is victorious now the true battle begins far beyond
the realms of our understanding lies the sixth dimension the
control room of the multiverse where cosmic beings set our fates
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in motion long ago now with our multiverse hurtling toward a final
judgment it will not survive our only hope lies in the sixth
dimension no mortals have ever visited it but the justice league
are no mere mortals through the doorway to the sixth dimension
the justice league discovers a future version of earth where the
hard choices have already been made and the multiverse has
already been saved all they need to do now is accept this gift and
their battle will be over but the easy choice is never as easy as it
seems as the justice league learns the terrible secret of this
seeming paradise superman must fight to free himself from an
impossible trap a universe designed just to imprison him with a
powerful being and an entire world aligned against our heroes will
the fate of the justice league and the entire multiverse come down
to an assist from the legion of doom tying into dc s year of the
villain event scott snyder batman last knight on earth jorge
jimenez superman javier fernandez green arrow james tynion iv
justice league dark and francis manapul the flash take the world s
greatest super heroes past the thresholds of imagination into
previously uncharted territory collects justice league 19 28
Marvel Noir 2013-07-02 the marvel universe shot in noir when you
play poker with a liar you ll always lose and in hell s kitchen during
the great depression a town where justice is a game blind matt
murdock is about to learn that painful lesson plus wealthy
adventurer tony stark has a deadly addiction to danger obsession
and a need for fortune and glory ignite his genius mind to find new
ways to put himself at risk but what secret is driving him toward
almost certain death then urban legend luke cage has been
released from ryker s but he soon finds out there s one hell of a
price to being free i s luke destined to be a hero for hire or just a
chump for a double crossing set up collecting daredevil noir 1 4
luke cage noir 1 4 iron man noir 1 4
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